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Subject:  Re: Reply for your e-mail @10 January, 2017  

From:  Simi Antony (simi_27@yahoo.com)  

To:  pc_antony@hotmail.com;  

Date:  Thursday, January 12, 2017 11:42 AM  

 

 
You will also need to let the doctors in India know of the following symptoms I 
experience during your conversations if that helps them in any way : 
 
 

o I have electricity running thru me continually 
o I have sharp needle like sensations on my scalp continually 
o I have sharp pain behind my both my corneas 
o I have sharp pain splitting my ear drums 
o I have constant vaginal oozage for the last 5 months 
o My ovaries are constantly stimulated and I have constant period like 

sensations 
o My bowel movements have been stopped for the last 3 months 
o I have increased urination to the point where it almost feels like 

neurologically I am not able to have any control. I have not had any 
accidents, but neurologically I can tell that I am very weakened. 

o I have urine breath and poop breath in my mouth. 
 

Like I said I will be sure to send you a copy of all my medical records and all my 
appointments this year.  

  
Smeeta Antony simi_27@yahoo.com (952) 403-9283(R) (952) 239-9643 (C) 
 

On Thursday, January 12, 2017 11:23 AM, Simi Antony <simi_27@yahoo.com> wrote: 
 

 
 
1)     As depicted earlier on number of times, you are absolutely fine outside, particularly 
on specific duties.  
 
  
2)     It is unpredictable when at home, particularly on your computer, attending phone calls 
etc.  
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                You have that straight. At the computer or while working around the 
house. Not on any phone calls. 
 
 
  
3)     When monitored by an agency for almost 16 hrs., you behaved quite normal – very 
surprising  ???  Why this was done ? your own idea or with and an intention of presenting 
the report to any agency, particularly the court ? OR you monitored as per court order 
using some device which passes electric current through body ?  
 
    It was done by spending $4200 to present a report to law enforcement or any 
agency to see what the difference when I am alone vs when someone is around. I 
am under attack even more when I am alone 
  
 
4)     It is noted that you are continuing to work with the medical system and meeting 
neurologists. We hope, you are very prompt to take the prescribed medicines regularly. 
Please let us know the name of the medicines, enabling us to consult the doctors here.  
 
The doctors here cannot explain such a condition where an involuntary brain is so 
mad inside of the home and not on the outside of the home. They have never seen 
a case like mine. 
 
 
 
Considering the overall health and financial constraints, as already requested earlier, 
please try to come to India, atleast for a period of 3 (three) months. Mummy had detailed 
discussions with two well known, neurologists / psychiatrists; but both of them insists 
personal meetings with you and hospital treatments on the spot, based on your response 
time to time with change of medicines, if needed on every meeting. They would like to 
have discussion / valuations / clinical support systems etc. in their own way rather than 
our views / explanations. Please consider this request for the benefit of all of us. 
 
 
I cannot consider this request as I am best served working with the system here as 
it only the system here that is well aware of my history for the last 6 1/2 years.  That 
said I am best served for you to fly in as you did in 2012 and 2014 where u worked 
with the system to serve me.  
 
Your testimony and statements will be very important as to what you saw in this 
house when u were with me for 3 months in 2011, 2012 and 2014.  
 
Why am I under attack when I alone is the key question that must be addressed?  
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With regard to working with doctors in India I am available for any phone calls that 
u might like to arrange. Any doctor in India has the videos to watch and that in itself 
with the medical history is plenty of information for them. I will be sure to send u a 
copy of all my medical records so that you have it as you visit with the doctors in 
India. 
 
 
At the end of the day it will always be a very simple question. Are the actions that 
you watch on the video involuntary? Is a paranoid Schizophrenics brain an 
involuntary brain? Why does an involuntary brain have the ability to exercise 
control outside of the home? Why are there no observations outside of the home? 
Why does such an ill brain have this ability for 6 1/2 years? Why does a woman 
with no mental health history decline so explosively after a surgery in 2010?  
 
 
You get an answer to the questions in green you have saved your innocent 
daughter's life and her 2 innocent children's life.  
 
Considering the serious financial and health constraints, though we are trying our best, 
there is undue delay for getting the bank loan. There are strict, central government, 
monitored procedures for loan sanctions, particularly for defaulters, as the previous loan 
towards $ 5000 sent to you recently could not be settled yet.  There will be delay for 
arranging another $ 5000, inspite of our best efforts by all means. Please understand our 
income is very limited and finds lots of constraints even to meet very simple life under the 
abnormal increase in cost of living here. Once again, we request you to come down 
atleast for three months, which may take care of your treatments and our financial 
constraints for the time being. 
 
 
I thank you for taking the appropriate loans and taking care of my needs. Inspite of 
travelling across 77 countries, living in 5 star resorts across the globe, and 
changing an expensive classy suit every single day and working in tax free dollars 
for years, it saddens me that you are reduced to taking loans. I thank you for your 
efforts and look forward to your financial support. 
 
 
 
Thanking You, 
 
 
  
Smeeta Antony simi_27@yahoo.com (952) 403-9283(R) (952) 239-9643 (C) 
 

On Thursday, January 12, 2017 3:47 AM, antony pullan <pc_antony@hotmail.com> wrote: 
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Hi Moal,  
 
Your mails of 9th and 10th January, 2017 and confirm having gone through both, few times, and 
our observations are as follows :-  
 
1)     As depicted earlier on number of times, you are absolutely fine outside, particularly on 
specific duties.  
  
2)     It is unpredictable when at home, particularly on your computer, attending phone calls etc.  
 
  
3)     When monitored by an agency for almost 16 hrs., you behaved quite normal – very 
surprising  ???  Why this was done ? your own idea or with and an intention of presenting the 
report to any agency, particularly the court ? OR you monitored as per court order using some 
device which passes electric current through body ?  
 
  
4)     It is noted that you are continuing to work with the medical system and meeting neurologists. 
We hope, you are very prompt to take the prescribed medicines regularly. Please let us know the 
name of the medicines, enabling us to consult the doctors here.  
 
Considering the overall health and financial constraints, as already requested earlier, please try 
to come to India, atleast for a period of 3 (three) months. Mummy had detailed discussions with 
two well known, neurologists / psychiatrists; but both of them insists personal meetings with you 
and hospital treatments on the spot, based on your response time to time with change of 
medicines, if needed on every meeting. They would like to have discussion / valuations / clinical 
support systems etc. in their own way rather than our views / explanations. Please consider this 
request for the benefit of all of us. 
 
Considering the serious financial and health constraints, though we are trying our best, there is 
undue delay for getting the bank loan. There are strict, central government, monitored 
procedures for loan sanctions, particularly for defaulters, as the previous loan towards $ 5000 
sent to you recently could not be settled yet.  There will be delay for arranging another $ 5000, 
inspite of our best efforts by all means. Please understand our income is very limited and finds 
lots of constraints even to meet very simple life under the abnormal increase in cost of living 
here. Once again, we request you to come down atleast for three months, which may take care 
of your treatments and our financial constraints for the time being.  
  
Love  
Mom and Dad  
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Subject:  Re: Reply to your e-mail 11/29/2016  

From:  Simi Antony (simi_27@yahoo.com)  

To:  pc_antony@hotmail.com;  

Date:  Monday, December 5, 2016 4:32 PM  

 

  
Yes it depicts me recording myself trying really hard to work when continual profanity 
flows out of my mouth. They are not court ordered. I chose to place a camera in front of 
me while I worked at my desk so when the next round of committal begins, I have 
something to show. They never see these behaviors when I am committed i.e. when I 
am in hospital or in unit,  yet it so easy for them to medicate me because I will be 
ensured of no attorney representation and a family who ensures of no questions asked 
as to why I did not have any attorney representation.  
 
If you have observed and watched the recordings closely you will see my at my desk 
working on something not blind imagining and talking to self like Mom does if that is 
what you are referring to while she might be a healthy individual from a psychological 
standpoint. 
 
This is a woman who is sitting at her desk working. Her chair moves back, she whips 
around and starts screaming blind profanity. After she is done screaming profanity, she 
is able to go back to work and able to resume like nothing ever happened. She is trying 
really hard to work again and her chair will move back and she will break into hysterical 
laughter while speaking utter gibberish. She will begin to wave her hands in the air or 
will point to someone around her in the environment even though no one is at home and 
scream profane commands to that person in the environment or will be speaking 
profanely to some imaginary person in the environment. 
 
She is mopping the floor and the same can happen. She is doing a dish and the same 
can happen. She works nonstop 24/7 and after the profane abuse  or hysterical laughter 
is done shooting out her mouth, she is always going back to work. What do u think is 
going on ? She works till midnight and crashes into bed. Even when she lays down she 
can be screaming profanity but for the most she is able to sleep right away and stay 
asleep. 
 
 
I am exposed to radiation. I have electricity running thru me. What do you think that is? 
 
 
She speaks commands like : 
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 Is your vagina oozing? Fix it which means I should insert thick pads into my 
vagina to stop the oozing 

 I don't think you have to give a shit about a filthy braud in every fuckers crotch 
 You filthy bitch 
 You filthy  Whore 
 Is that  what you are telling me Smeeta 
 The person who speaks thru me always talks to me using my name 
 Bloody Slut 
 do you know what's going on with you sim. That's all there is in our asses too. 
 The person who speaks thru me like to refer to me as Sim 
 Advice like Garbage commands will flow out my mouth as profanity or  laughter 

continually interrupting me so I cannot work at my desk and yet I stay working. 

 
She steps out of the house, not once will her hands wave in the air, not once will vulgar 
profanity shoot out of her mouth, not one will blind hysteria shoot out of her mouth, not 
once will she whip around and start talking blind to someone in the environment. 
 
 
She can blindly hit herself. For 6 1/2 years she has never felt the need to hit herself on 
the outside of the home. She is at celebrations hosting large scale parties inside of the 
home and has never felt that need inside of the home. Why not ?  
 
 
When you were here in 2011, 2012 and 2014 have u seen this behavior in the home ? If 
so when do u think you saw it ? 
 
 
Now from a scientific perspective, lets play out your theory out of bad memories 
aggravating me in the household. I can imagine that theory some. In your opinion my 
guess is that you mean that I am sitting still thinking of some memory that is hurtful and 
I begin to scream to let it out.  
 
However in my case I am not letting myself think. I am very  focused on what I am doing 
and my brain is taking over while I am trying to get a conscious thought completed 
shooting demonic laughter or profanity even taking over my actions.  What thought you 
think brought it on? If it is something that I read that causing my brain to fire that 
explosively and that consistently on the inside of the home. why do I not have it in 
court? 
 
What makes it worse is that it is non stop chatter on the inside of the house. I am 
exploding non stop with profanity and hysteria shooting out of my mouth non stop. 
What kind of reaction is that? 
 
Why do I not even feel the need to do it on the outside of the home? 
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In 2012 my paperwork read the following : 

 she steps into the bathroom every morning acting out on her delusions, 
screaming, laughing hysterically and hitting herself 

 She speaks commands like " Smeeta I am going to kill you. The cops are going 
to come take you bye - bye 

 She believes she is controlled by objects 
 She heads down in the morning and begins to bang her head against the walls, 

trash objects around the house, hits herself with an open fist  
 She is very paranoid 
 She is so depressed that she cannot bring herself to do anything 
 She is so euphorically high that she is manic impulsive simply because I quit my 

job in 2010 

 
 
When u were here in 2011, did u witness any of these behaviors. My paperwork from 
2012 reads it as a daily occurrence. You met with the psychiatrist in 2012? What were u 
attesting to? That u did see these behaviors or that you did not? If you did not see these 
behaviors was bijoy lying? did u ever attest to that? 
 
 
If u did see these behaviors in 2012, why does it not occur to you as to why I can cook, 
clean, manage all finances, take care of the kids, head outside and not exhibit any of it?  
 
 
Why am I able to still function? What went on with me? 
 
 
Imagine yourself trying to write, trying to read and you have a coherent thought in your 
head. What does that uncontrollable hysterical laughter or profanity do to you in that 
moment? Do u think that thought is erased as you loose that trail of thought? Now 
imagine yourself  experiencing It non stop. You barely get a couple sentences in and 
your brain explodes profanity and laughter and you stay really hard at your desk inspite 
of it trying to get it done as it is proof of the fact that I could inspite of what went on. 
What kind of brain do I have? It is also proof of the fact that when someone watches my 
videos they see how abnormal it is. Any person with below average intelligence should 
wonder why my brain is not exploding and misfiring when I am reading the same 
document in court? 
 
Do u think that something like that is brought on my unhappy memories? 
 
What any family should truly think about If I were in your shoes is " Why did my 
daughter decline to the degree she did the day after surgery?" 
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What made her decline right away?  
 
6 1/2 years and her behavior out of the home is consistent while she is attacked non 
stop on the inside of the home. Why?  
 
6 1/2 years and there are only 2 profane episodes that are recorded with law 
enforcement outside of the home. Why? 
 
 
Thank you for the financial support. I appreciate it! 
 
Smeeta Antony simi_27@yahoo.com (952) 403-9283(R) (952) 239-9643 (C) 
 

On Monday, December 5, 2016 5:24 AM, antony pullan <pc_antony@hotmail.com> wrote: 
 

Date : 12/05/2016  
 
Hi Moal,  
  
Your e-mail 11/29/2016  
  
Though you had mailed the drive mid-November, we could receive the same only few days back 
due to problems associated with clearance of any international parcels at present.  
  
It took almost two days to go through practically all files. It depicts shooting of activities at various 
places inside the house, court premises, church, library, FedEx, Clinics etc. and that also on 
various days, repeating  practically your activities.  
  
Who conducted all those shootings ? They are as per court order ? OR They are by someone 
without your knowledge to be presented to various authorities for highlighting your problems as 
proofs ? OR are they by yourself for us to show to Indian Doctors ?? 
  
It is not clear whether you are already under medication as per court order ? OR the Doctor 
concerned, (psychological / custody evaluators), organized such monitoring for final 
recommendation to court or other concerned authorities ? Is it that the court case shall continue 
till the final order with details is delivered, especially type of medication including hospitalization, 
visit by children, assets settlement with your maintenance etc.  
  
As you mentioned, there are no problems outside the house. Probably it can be further verified, 
if you stay for a period outside, may be with some friends OR make a short trip to India.  
  
Your bad memories in the house may be aggravating the problems.  
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Considering our present health constraints and particularly to obtain visa for myself, in the 
absence of an undertaking and financially guaranteed invitation by the relative and moreover the 
adverse policy of discouraging outsiders entering USA by the President elect Trump Government, 
adverse climatic conditions now in Minneapolis etc. may prolong our attempt to reach there 
early. Moreover, whatever lawful proceedings now in action may not have any effect by the 
presence of your relatives, even parents. If we are wrong please let us know your opinion. 
Anyhow, I am already in dialogue with the Travel Agent for trying out getting a Visa as early as 
possible. Let us wait and see the outcome.  
  
Meanwhile, trying to arrange the promised finance through Bank Loan during December. The 
previous Bank Loan could not be settled till now due to financial problems at our end.  
  
Your request for Shailesh e-mail : shaileshfernandes@yahoo.com 
  
Best Wishes,  
Dad & Mom 
 
 
 


